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Mbbl full form

ACronymDefinitionMBBLousand BarrelsMBBLBlMounted Battlespace Battlespace Battlespace Battle LabMBBLMarkham Business Baseball League (Markham, Ontario, Canada)MBBLMidgard Blood Bowl LeagueMBBLMay Be Back LaterCopyright 1988-2018 AcronymFinder.com, All rights Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a
friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster page for free fun content. Link to this page: Imports for October are expected to include 5.5 mbbl of gasoline, 4.8 mbbl of diesel oil, 1.3 mbbl of fuel oil and 420,000 barrels of jet fuel, the official said, which is declining to be identified. At the end of the year, oil and gas reserves
were 59,000 Mbbl and 3,430,000 million [m.soup.3] respectively. US drillers add oil and gas rigs for the 11th week in 12 -HughesCOMMENTARY Baker: OPEC+ to boost output as oil market tighteners - John KempTrump admin environmental review axis rules The LNG marine transportTrump administration promotes offshore drilling in
the final energy pushTwo Of Bankrupt Coal Company by Covid as Industrial Slide to Sell Arctic Oil Rights Day Before Biden Sworn InU.S. Oil Production Doesn't Grow at $45 A BarrelShell CEO Hopeful Biden Will Accelerate Climate Change FightOil Advances Again After OPEC + Clinches Compromise DealOPEC + Finding Ways to
Exhausting Compromises on CutsCOMMENTARY Oil: Stop Disabling Electric Car Companies Already: Matthew A. Oil and gas company Winkler and industry publications use several abbreviations for production fluids, including Bbl, Boe, BTU and Mcf. In this article we will determine the four most common prefixes and their volume.
Abbreviated Bbl Bbl stands for oil barrels. One barrel of oil is 42 gallons. This abbreviation is usually thought to come from Standard Oil—the first oil giant in the U.S. Standard to use a blue barrel to store and transport oil, hediciently bb. (Bbld stands for oil barrel every day.) BOE Abbreviation BOE stands for oil barrel equivalent. BOE
represents an estimated amount of energy created by burning a barrel of oil. You can also see this is written as BOED, which means the barrel of oil is equivalent per day. BTU BTU is the British Heat Unit. BTU is the amount of heat needed to raise the temperature of one pound of water per degree Fahrenheit under standard conditions of
pressure and temperature. Mcf Abbreviation Mcf means a thousand cubic feet of natural gas. Volume You will often see this abbreviation underlocked by the volume. Abbreviation M means one thousand. M comes from Latin mille, which means a thousand. The abbreviation of MM means one million. This comes from the Roman figure M,
which means a thousand; so MM = one thousand thousand—or one million. Common example: Mbbl: one thousand barrels of oil. MMbbl: a million barrels of oil. MMcf: a million cubic feet of Mboe natural gas: one MMboe equivalent oil barrels: one million barrels of MBBL equivalent oil stand to These Definition Bins appear frequently and
are available in the following abbreviation Seeker categories:Science, medicine, engineering, etc. See other definitions of MBBL Other Resources: We have 4 other meanings of MBBL in our Abbreviated Attic Sample in periodic archives: Both fields with 15 thousand barrel production a day were launched last month after carrying out
seismic operations, drilling 12 oil wells, gas injections, setting up oil and gas collection facilities in Sarvestan, a dysfunction facility Khatibi said projections showed that the state of the economy and oil demand by industrial districts was bleak while adding it was forecast oil demand to rise by just 800 thousand barrels per day or even less
than that. Bahrain's Energy Minister, Abdul Hussein Mirza, stated the Government is working to increase its refinery capacity from 267 thousand barrels per day to about 400 thousand barrels per day. The committee decided to sell four million barrels of Masila crude oil, including 750 thousand barrels brought in from April 2011, for Brent
dating minus USD 2.Revision in a thousand barrels applies to a table showing monthly data June 2010 and an ear-to-date table with data for January3-June 2010.BAGHDAD/Aswat al-Iraq: Iraq now loses oil revenue by 100 thousand barrels per day (bpd) because Kurdistan does not produce oil, the Ministry of Oil Iraq said Who we do
global products and services Career Investors presentation results and reports 2019 Upstream 2018 Main Upstream Projects 2017 Upstream Projects 2016 Upstream Projects 2016 Main Upstream Environmental Projects, social and governance Annual General Meeting Governance Information for shareholders Of Regulatory News
Service and filing of Investor Relations Investor Relations Tool News and the vision of Sustainability Energy Economic Tong - a unit of measurement of the volume of BBL oil - A barrel of stock tank, from 42 gallons of U.S. total liquid, used in reference to crude oil, bitumen, condensate In the worldwide oil industry, oil barrels = 42 gallons
of U.S., ≈ 159 liters, ≈ 35 gallons of imperiarus. Oil companies listed on the American stock exchange typically report their production in terms of volume and use bbl units, Mbbl (1000 barrels), or MMbbl (one million barrels) and sometimes for Gbbl's most extensive (or sometimes Gbl) comprehensive statistics, for giga barrels (one billion
barrels). There is conflict about the units for oil barrels. For all other physical quantities, according to the International Unit System, capital letters M means mega- (one million), for example: Mm (one million meters, megameter), MHz (a million hertz, or megahertz), MW (one million watts, or megawatts), MeV (a million electronvolts, or
megaelectronvolts). But due to tradition, Mbbl used today means 1000 bbl, as rom heritage M means 1000. On the other hand, there are efforts to avoid this ambiguity, and most barrel traders today prefer to use bbl, rather than Mbbl, mbbl, MMbbl or mmbbl. Outside the US, the amount of oil is usually reported in cubic meters (m3) rather
than oil barrels. A cubic meter is a basic volume unit in the International System. In Canada, oil companies measure oil in m3, but convert to barrels on exports, as most Canadian oil production is exported to the US. The nominal conversion factor is 1 m3 = 6,2898 barrels of oil, but conversion is usually done by a care transfer meter at the
border, since the volume is determined at different temperatures, and the exact conversion factor depends on both density and temperature. Canadian companies operate internally and report to the Canadian government in cubic meters, but often convert to U.S. barrels for the benefit of American investors and oil marketers. They
generally quote prices in the Canadian dollar/m3 to other Canadian companies, but using US dollars/barrels in financial reports and press releases, making it visible to the outside world that they operate in bins. Companies on the European stock exchange reported oil mass in metric tons. Since different types of petroleum have different
densities, however, there is no single conversion between mass and volume. For example, 1 ton of heavy distillation may occupy a volume of 6.1 barrels (970 liters; 256 gallons of US). On the other hand, 1 tonne of crude oil is likely to occupy 6.5 barrels (1,030 liters; 273 U.S. gallons), and 1 tonne of gasoline requires 7.9 barrels (1,260
liters; 332 U.S. gallons). Overall, conversions are usually between 6 and 8 barrels (954 and 1,270 liters; 252 and 336 US gallons)/ton. Your abbreviated search returns 5 meanings of bbl redirected here. For other uses, see BBL (disambiguation). Ale casks at a brew factory in the UK. These are firkins, each holding 9 gallons of imperial (41
l) or a quarter of the UK beer barrels. Barrels are one of the few volume units used in various contexts; There are dry bins, liquid bins (such as U.K. beer barrels and U.S. beer barrels), oil barrels, etc. For historical reasons the number of barrel units is about twice the number of others; the volume in normal use is approximately from 100 to
200 liters (22 to 44 imp gal; 26 to 53 U.S. gal). In many extensions the term drums are used almost negotiating with barrels. Since medieval barrel terms as a unit of measure have had multiple meanings across Europe, between about 100 liters to about 1,000 liters. The name was obtained in medieval times from french baril, an unknown
origin, but still used, both in French and as derivatives in many other languages such as Italian, Polish and Spanish. In most countries consumption worn out, increasingly diselia by si units. As a result, the meaning of commensurate words and related concepts (vat, cask, keg and others) in other languages are often to a physical container
rather than a known measure. However, in the context of the international oil market, prices in the U.S. dollar barrel are typically used, and this term varies in variables, often to Latin/Teutonic root fat derivatives (e.g. vat or Fass). [1] In other commercial connections, barrel sizes such as total beer kegs are also standardized in many
countries. Dry goods in the US See also: Dry US goods dry barrels dry: 7,056 cubic inches (115.6 L) (≈ 3.28 U.S. bushes) Defined as stave length of 28 1⁄2 in (72 cm), head diameter 17 1⁄8 in (43 cm), distance between heads 26 in (66 cm), bulge circumferential 64 in (1.6 m) outside the measure; represents almost possible 7,056 cubic
inches; and staves thickness of not more than 4⁄10 in (10 mm)[2] (diameter ≈ 20.37 in or 51.7 cm). Any barrel connected 7,056 cubic inches is recognised equivalent. This is equal to 26.25 gallons of U.S. dry. [3] The US barrel for cranberries 5,826 cubic inches (95.5 L) (≈ 2.71 U.S. bushes) is defined as a stave length of 28 1⁄2 in (72 cm),
head diameter 16 1⁄4 in (41 cm), the distance between the head is 25 1⁄4 in (64 cm), bulge circumferential 58 1⁄2 in (1.49 m) outside of size; and staves thickness of not more than 4⁄10 in (10.16 mm)[2] (diameter ≈ 18.62 in or 47.3 cm). Nothing equivalent to a cubic inch is given in the statute, but then the rules define it as 5,826 cubic
inches. [4] Some products have a standard weight or volume which is a barrel: Cornmeal, 200 pounds (90.7 kg) of Cement (including Portland cement[5]), 4 cubic feet (113 L) or 376 pounds (170.6 kg)[3] Sugar, 5 cubic feet (142 L) (37 US gal) Wheat or rye flour, three bushes or 196 pounds (88.9 kg) Lime (mineral), 280 pounds (127 kg)
of large barrels, or 180 pounds (81.6 kg) small barrels[6] Butter and cheese in the UK, 224 pounds (102 kg)[3] Salt, 280 pounds (130 kg)[3] Liquid barrels in the US and UK Bush bins vary depending on what is measured and where. In the UK a barrel of beer is 36 gallons of imperial (43 US gal; 164 L). In the US most barrels of liquid
(other than oil) were 31.5 US gallons (26 imp gal; 119 L) (half hogshead), but the barrel of beer was 31 u.S. gallons (26 imp gal; 117 L). [7] [8] The size of a beer keg in the US is based loosely on the breakdown of the US beer barrel. When referring to beer or keg barrels in many countries, this term can be used for commercial package
units that are free of actual amount, where the usual range for professional use is 20-60 L, usually the DIN keg or Euro 50 L. History See also: English wine cask unit and English brew cask unit Richard III, King of England from 1483 to 1485, have defined the wine puncheon as a holding cask of 84 gallons and wine levels as holding 42
gels. Custom has made 42 gallons of tierce watertight container standard for eel delivery, salmon, herring, molasses, wine, whale oil, and many other commodities in english colonies by 1700. After the Revolution in 1776, the United States continue using the same size bin. [9] Barrels of blue barrel oil redirected here. For a cactic known
as a blue barrel cactic, see Echinocactus horizonthalonius. This section may need to be rewritten to comply with Wikipedia quality standards. You can help. The discussion page may contain suggestions. (January 2015) In the oil industry worldwide, barrels of oil are defined as 42 gallons of the US, which is about 159 liters,[10] or 35
gallons of imperiarus. [11] Oil companies listed on the American stock exchange typically report their production in terms of volume and use bbl units (one barrel), or kbbl or Mbbl (one kilobarrel, one thousand barrels), or MMbbl (one million barrels), and sometimes for more comprehensive statistics of Gbbl (or sometimes Gbl), for giga-
barrels (one million barrels), and sometimes for more comprehensive statistics of Gbbl (or sometimes Gbl) , for giga-barrels (one billion barrels), and sometimes for more comprehensive statistics of Gbbl (or sometimes Gbl), for giga-barrels (one million barrels), and sometimes for more comprehensive statistics of Gbbl (or sometimes Gbl),
for giga-barrels (one billion barrels), for giga-barrels (one million barrels), and sometimes for Gbbl's more comprehensive statistics (or sometimes Gbl), for giga-barrels (one million barrels), and sometimes for more comprehensive statistics of Gbbl (or sometimes Gbl) , for giga-barrels (one million barrels), and sometimes for more
comprehensive statistics of Gbbl (or sometimes Gbl), for giga-barrels (one million barrels), and sometimes for more comprehensive statistics Gbbl (or [12] There are conflicts about units for oil barrels (see § and units). For all other physical quantities, according to the International Unit System, capital letters M means mega- (one million),
for example: Mm (one million meters, megameter), MHz (a million hertz, or megahertz), MW (one million watts, or megawatts), MeV (a million electronvolts, or megaectronvolt). But due to tradition, the abbreviation of Mbbl is used today which means one thousand bbl, as the legacy of roman M's number one means one thousand. On the
other hand, there are efforts to avoid this ambiguity, and most barrel traders today prefer to use bbl, rather than Mbbl, mbbl, MMbbl or mmbbl. Outside the United States, the amount of oil is usually reported in cubic meters (m3) rather than oil barrels. A cubic meter is a basic volume unit in the International System. In Canada, oil
companies measure oil in cubic meters, but convert to barrels on exports, as most Canadian oil production is exported to the US. The nominal conversion factor is 1 cubic meter = 6.2898 barrels of oil,[13] but conversions are usually carried out by the storage meter at the border, since the amount is determined at different temperatures,
and the exact conversion factor depends on both density and temperature. Canada operates internally and reports to the Canadian government in cubic meters, but often converts to US barrels for the benefit of American investors and oil marketers. They generally cite prices in Canadian dollars per cubic meter to other Canadian
companies, but use U.S. dollars a barrel in financial reports and press releases, making it visible to the outside world that they operate in bins. Companies on the European stock exchange reported oil mass in tons. Since different types of petroleum have different densities, however, there is no single conversion between mass and
volume. For example, a ton of heavy distillation may occupy a volume of 6.1 barrels (970 liters; 256 gallons of US). On the other hand, a tonne of crude oil is likely to occupy 6.5 barrels (1,030 liters; 273 gallons of U.S.), and a tonne of gasoline needs 7.9 barrels of barrels liter; 332 Gallons of the US). [14] Overall, conversions are usually
between 6 and 8 barrels (954 and 1,270 liters; 252 and 336 U.S. gallons) a tonne. A history of oil barrel measurements originated from the beginning of the Pennsylvania oilfield. Drake Well, the first oil well in the United States, was drilled in Pennsylvania in 1859, and the oil boom followed in the 1860s. When oil production starts, there is
no standard container for oils, so oil and petroleum products are stored and transported in bins of various shapes and sizes. Some of these barrels will originally be used for other products, such as beer, fish, molasses, or turpentine. Both the 42-US-gallon barrel (159 L) (based on old English wine moves), stage (159 liters) and a 40-AS-
gallon whiskey barrel (151.4 L) are used. Also, 45-AS-gallons (170 L) barrels are normal consumption. The 40-gallon whiskey bin is the most common size used by early oil producers, as they were available at the time. Around 1866, early oil producers in Pennsylvania concluded that shipping oil in a variety of different containers had
caused buyers to disrupt. They decided they needed a standard unit of measures to convince buyers that they got a fair amount for their money, and settled on a standard wine level, which was two gallons larger than the standard whisky bin. The Weekly Register, an Oil City, Pennsylvania Newspaper, stated on August 31, 1866 that oil
producers had issued the following circulars: While, It was concluded by all crude petroleum producers on Creek Oil that the system now sells crude oil by barrels, regardless of size, is an injury to oil trade, the same, as a buyer, with a sizeable bin Therefore, we mutually agree and bind ourselves that from this date we will sell no raw by
barrels or packages, but by gallons alone. A two-gallon allowance will be made on the gauge every 40 gallons in favor of the buyer. And by that means King Richard III's English wine level becomes the barrel of American standard oil. [15] By 1872, standard oil barrels were established as 42 gallons of U.S. [16] A standard 42-gallon oil
barrel was officially adopted by the Petroleum Manufacturers Association in 1872 and by the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau of Mining in 1882. [9] In modern times, a wide variety of oils, chemicals, and other products were transported in steel drums. In the United States, this usually has a capacity of 55 gallons of us (208 L)
and is referred to as such. They are called drums 210 liters or 200 kg outside of the United States. In the United Kingdom and its former dependencies, a 44-imperial-gallon (200 L) drum is used, although all those countries are now officially using metric systems and drums filled to 200 liters. that, 42 barrels of as-gallon oil is a unit of
measurement, and no longer containers used to transport crude oil, as most petroleum is transferred in pipelines or oil tankers. In the UNITED States, the size of 42 barrels of US gallons as one step unit is largely confined to the oil industry, while different barrel sizes are used in other industries. Almost all other countries use metric
systems. The definition and abbreviated units of Mbbl and MMbbl refer to one thousand and one million barrels respectively. This comes from a Latin mille, which means thousands. This is in contrast to the SI convention where M stands for the Greek mega, which means million. Outside the oil industry, Mbbl units (megabarrels) can
sometimes stand for a million barrels. b may have doubled originally to show trash (1 bl, 2 bbl), or perhaps it doubled to eliminate any confusion with bl as a symbol for bale. Some sources insist that the bbl comes as a symbol for the blue barrel delivered by Standard Oil at the beginning. However, while the history of Standard Oil
Company Ida Tarbell 1904 acknowledged the holy blue barrel, the abbreviation bbl was well used before the birth of the 1859 U.S. petroleum industry. [17] Oil wells recover not only oil from the soil, but also natural gas and water. The term liquid barrel per day (BLPD) refers to the amount of liquid recovered. [18] Similarly, an equivalent oil
barrel or BOE is a value that includes both oil and natural gas while ignoring any recovered water. Other terms are used when discussing oils only. These terms may refer to either crude oil production in oil wells, conversion of crude oil to other products at oil refineries, or the overall consumption of oils by regions or countries. One
common term is the barrel per day (BPD, BOPD, bbl/d, bpd, bd, or b/d), where 1 BPD is equivalent to 0.0292 gallons per minute. [19] One BPD also becomes 49.8 tonnes per annum. [19] In oil refineries, production is sometimes reported as a barrel per calendar day (b/cd or bcd), which total production in a year divided by the days of the
year. Similarly, a daily flow barrel (BSD or BPSD) is a quantity of oil products produced by a single refinery unit during continuous operation for 24 hours. [a] Burning barrels of light, synthetics, or raw yields weighing 38.51, 39.40, or 40.90 GJ (heat) respectively, so 1 synthetic raw bpd is about 450 kW (slightly less for light raw, slightly
more for weight raw). [21] Accuracy when converting from barrel to cubic meter When used to indicate the volume, one barrel is exactly 42 gallons US and is easily converted to any other volume unit. As a U.S. gallon since 1893 is defined as 3.785411784 liters, the total number of one barrel is exactly 158.987294928 liters. Using an
estimated value of 159 liters is about 0.013% off. In the industry following the definition of the American Petroleum Institute, standard oil barrels are often taken to mean the amount of oil that is standard 14.696 pounds per square inch (101.325 kPa) and a temperature of 60 °F (15.6 °C) will occupy an exact volume of 1 barrel (159 L). This
standard oil barrel will occupy different volumes at different pressures and temperatures. The standard barrel in this context is therefore not just a size of the volume, but the volume under certain circumstances. The task of converting this standard barrel of oil to a standard cubic meter of oil is complicated by the fact that the standard
cubic meter is defined by the American Petroleum Institute to mean the amount of oil at 101.325 kPa and 15 °C (59.0 °F) occupying 1 cubic meter. The fact that the conditions do not equal means that accurate conversion is impossible unless the exact expansion cocidence of crude is known, and this will vary from one crude oil to another.
For light oil with a density of 850 kilograms per cubic meter (API gravity 35),[b] heating oil from 15.00 °C (59.00 °F) to 60.00 °F (15.56 °C) may increase its volume by about 0.047%. On the other hand, heavy oil with a density of 934 kg/m3 (API 20 gravity) may only increase in volume by 0.039%. If physically measuring density at new
temperatures is not possible, then an empirical data table can be used to accurately predict density changes. On the other hand, this allows maximum accuracy when switching between standard barrels and standard cubic meters. The above logic also implies the same level of accuracy in the measurement for the bin if there is an error of
1 °F (0.56 °C) in measuring the temperature at the time of measuring the volume. To facilitate trade, communication and financial accounting, international commodity exchanges often set conversion factors for benchmark crude oil. For example, the conversion factor set by the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) for Western
Canadian Select crude oil (WCS) traded in Hardisty, Alberta, Canada is 6.29287 U.S. barrels per cubic meter,[22] despite uncertainty in changing volumes for crude oil. Regulatory authorities in countries producing countries set standards for measuring the accuracy of hydrokarbons produced, where such measurements affect taxes or
royalties to the government. In the United Kingdom, for instance, the accuracy of the required measurements ±0.25%. [23] Bin eligibility can be used technically to determine any amount. Due to the exact nature of the measured liquid varies along the flow, sometimes qualifications are used to explain what is being determined. In the field
of oils, it is often important to distinguish between the rate of liquid production, which may be the oil and water mixture, and the rate of production of the oil itself. If the pot produces 10 mbd of liquid with a 20% water cut, then the well will also be said to produce 8,000 barrels of oil per day (bod). In other circumstances, it can be important to
expenditures and usage figures. Typically, the amount of gas measured in a standard solid foot or meter is solid for the hand (as well as (as well as or Btu, which does not depend on pressure or temperature). But when necessary, the amount is converted into amounts of oil on behalf of equivalent burning. Production and consumption
using this analogue are expressed in the barrels of oil equivalent per day (boed). In the case of water injection wells, in the United States it is common to refer to the rate of injections in the water barrel per day (bwd). In Canada, it is measured in cubic meters a day (m3/d). In general, the rate of water injection will be expressed in the same
unit as the rate of oil production, since the usual objective is to replace the amount of oil produced with the same amount of water to maintain the reservoisation pressure. See also 55 gallons of oil Barrel Drum Barrel equivalent to the English beer cask unit of English wine cask Unit Imperial Unit List of extraordinary units of petroleum
measurement price worldwide Standard Barrel For Fruits Act, Vegetables, and Dry Commodities U.S. custom units note measurements ^ Barrel daily flow ['bar·şlz pîr ¦strēm 'dā] (chemical engineering) Measurements used to mark oil flow rates or oil products while liquid processing units are operating continuously. Accompanying BSD.
[20] ^ API gravity calculated from density_oil as API_g = (141.5/SG) − 131.5, where SG is of certain gravity = density_oil/density_water. Reference ^ Brown, Lesley (1993). Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles. Oxford, UK: Clarendon. ISBN 0-19-861271-0. ^ b 15 USC 234. uscode.house.gov. Archived from the original
on 25 January 2006. ^ b d Cardarelli, François (2003). Encyclopedia of Scientific, Weight and Measures Unit. London, UK: Springer. pp. 43-46. ISBN 978-1-4471-1122-1. ^ cranberry barrel. www.sizes.com. Receded on 2 May 2018. ^ U.S. Traditional and Commercial Barrel Size. Size 2000, Inc. Taken on 26 April 2007. ^ 15 USC 237.
uscode.house.gov. Archived from the original on 25 January 2006. ^ 27 CFR § 25.11. ^ Whitelaw, Ian. Measure Of All Things: Human stories and measurements. Macmillan. p. 60. ^ b History of 42 Barrels of Gallon Oil. &amp;Oil History; Gas. Oil History Society &amp; American gas. 2016. Archived from the original on 13 January 2016.
Receded 13 January 2016. ^ 1 gallon of US liquid = 231 grandchildren in and 1 inch = 25.4 mm implying exactly 158.987294928 liters. ^ B. N. Taylor. B.8 Unit Factors, Listed Alphabetical - Section B. Guidelines for Use of SI units. NIST. Archived from the original on 13 October 2007. Receptioned 18 October 2007. ^ Pike, John. Oil.
www.globalsecurity.org. Archived from the original on 31 January 2018. Receded 2 May 2018. ^ Energy Conversion Schedule. Energy Information. National Energy Board of Canada. Receded 13 January 2016. ^ How much, for what, and ends where?. United Nations Environment Programme Global Marine Oil Pollution Information
Gateway. ^ Pees, Samuel T. (2004). History of Oil. Institute of Petroleum History. Archived from on February 21, 2016. Reached january 13, 2016. ↑ Keg (petroleum). Unit and System Unit. Saiz, Inc. 2004. Diarkibkan from the original on April 21, 2008. Reached on April 11, 2008. ↑ History of 42 Barrels of Gelen Oil. Oil History Union
&amp;amp; American gas. Diarkibkan from the original on January 13, 2016. Reached on October 23, 2014. ↑ Schlumberger Limited. Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary. Schlumberger Limited. Reached on August 27, 2010. ↑ b BP Statistical Review 2006. ↑ McGraw-Hill Dictionary Scientific Terma &amp;amp; Technical (6th ed.). 2003.[full
passage required] ^ Power exchange schedule. Canadian Energy Guards. ↑ Western Canadian Select (WCS) Crude Oil Forward Trade (PDF). NYMEX Rule Book. CME set. 2009. Diarkibkan (PDF) from the original on September 6, 2015. Reached on January 14, 2016. ↑ Oil and gas: petroleum measurement. Department of Energy and
Climate Change (DECC), UK. Reached on January 14, 2016. Wikimedia Commons outside link has media related to Keg Minyak. Retrieved from
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